A method for hierarchical classification of makams from symbolic data is presented. A makam generally implies a miscellany of rules for melodic composition using a given scale. Therefore, makam detection is to some level similar to the key detection problem. The proposed algorithm classifies makams by applying music theoretical knowledge and statistical evidence in a hierarchical manner. The makams using similar scales are first grouped together, and then identified in detail later. The first level of the hierarchical decision is based on statistical information provided by the n-gram likelihood of the symbolic sequences. A cross entropy based metric, perplexity, is used to calculate similarity between makam models and the input music piece. Later, using statistical features related to the content of the piece, such as the tonic note, the average pitch level for local excerpts and the overall pitch progression, a more detailed identification of the makam is achieved. Different length n-grams and representation paradigms are used including, the Arel theory, the 12 tone equal tempered representation, and interval contour. Results show that, the hierarchical approach is better, compared to a straightforward n-gram classification, for the makams that have similar pitch space, such as Hüseyni -Muhayyer and RastMahur. Using the proposed methodology, the system's recall rate increases from 88.7% to 90.9% where there exists still some confusion between the makams Uşşak and Beyati.
Introduction
Music Information Retrieval is gaining worldwide attention since music data is one of the most popular data available on the internet. Some researchers focus on solving problems that have commercial potential such as indexing, classification or retrieval using well known signal processing and mathematical techniques for easier access to digitally available music collections. However, most of the studies address music based on the 12 tone equal tempered tuning system and very few studies address music traditions, such as Makam Music that is not based on this tuning system. Even though it is not widely studied, the makam concept originates from a very large geographical region from Balkans to Kazakhstan, Iran, and North Africa. A makam generally implies a miscellany of rules for melodic composition using a given scale that exhibits diverse characteristics from one geographic region to another. While there is some similarity to the concept of key, there is an important distinction that specific rules for melodic progression are applied such as some degrees of the scale being emphasized in an orderly manner.
Recently, some researchers started focusing on makam music, using tools and techniques coming from signal processing, statistics, and pattern recognition. One of the basic motivations is to better understand makam music, its concepts, origins and its relation to a specific culture. In addition, there exists a huge amount of music material available on the internet. However, it is not organized or categorized, thus very hard to access. In order to make available music collections more accessible, the materials need to be analyzed, categorized and organized with respect to their musical content. This can only be ensured if the automatic analysis of the available materials is reliably It should be emphasized here that there is an important lack of perceptual studies for makam music. We don't have access to any study which reports how well human beings can distinguish different makams and which cues they use. For the moment, our study relies on makam tags provided on the commercially published scores used by many master musicians. It is among our future goals to conduct such perceptual studies.
Existing studies related to makam analysis and classification focused on audio data [1], [9] , [13] , [16] and propose signal processing algorithms with limited efficiency. A few makam music studies considered using symbolic data, scores, by applying n-gram analysis and pitch class histogram comparisons [2] , [22] . One of the main obstacles for this type of research has been the lack of large repositories of machine readable music scores. For example [2] has important shortcomings in terms of the size and the representation of data (12-TET representation is used). Recently, we made available a collection of makam music scores, named SymbTr [17] , which might be the most comprehensive machine readable collection available of Traditional Makam Music in Turkey (TMMT). SymbTr is a compilation from reliable sources of 1,700
TMMT works into text, PDF and MIDI formats featuring distinct examples in 155 diverse makams, 100 usuls and 48 forms. In [22] , [23] , we proposed a framework for makam classification, where, an n-gram based modeling technique and a perplexity based similarity metric is used. Our experiments were conducted on a subset of the data presented in [17] , using 13 makams and 857 songs and we were able to achieve around 88% makam classification accuracy(recall) on average.
While exploiting the potential of symbolic sequential modeling techniques, namely the n-grams, our approach uses musical knowledge and statistics, derived from data and theoretical resources. In this study, incorporating both the statistical information and theoretical knowledge using a hierarchical strategy, a complete method for robust makam classification is proposed. Testing various different experimental setups, such as different length n-grams, different representation schemes, and different theoretical makam related features, the system design offers to analyze, and classify the makams from note level symbolic data.
The main contribution of our current work is the development of a hierarchical framework and use of new features for makams using similar scales. Complexity analysis in [22] , [23] showed that, makams using similar scales have high levels of confusion, while more distinct makams are easier to classify. In order to solve the problem for challenging makam sets, a more sophisticated classification paradigm needs to be employed. This work is an extension to [22] and [23] , where a hierarchical classification setup is implemented using new musical features in order to increase the makam detection accuracy for challenging makam sets.
The leave-one-out setup is adopted for validation experiments. In the leave-oneout setup, for each test instance, one music piece is selected and left out from the test corpus. The remaining pieces are used for modeling. The left out piece is then rated against previously built makam models. Given a similarity metric, perplexity in the first stage, and total likelihood in the second stage, the decision is made for the left out piece as a single makam class.
In the first stage, makams using similar scales are modeled collectively (BeyatiUşşak, Hüseyni -Muhayyer, Rast -Mahur) as a single class, and the n-gram framework is applied directly. After the initial decision is made, knowledge based statistical rules related to melodic progression are used for the final decision. A Gaussian Mixture Model and the Maximum Likelihood Rule approach with a modified Machalanobis distance measurement is used to make the final decision. GMM parameters are trained from a training set, for each of the challenging makam sets, using numerical features for the initial melodic movement and the overall melodic progression. While the initial melodic movement describes how high (in pitch) the music pieces tend to start in the beginning, the overall melodic progression shows how much the melody tends to ascend or descend.
The organization of the manuscript is as follows: First, we introduce the concept of makam, its intervalic structure and the collection of scores used in the study. In the next section we explain the n-gram framework and give details on the experimental setup. Then we present the main contributions of this article, which are the hierarchical methodology and the new musical feature set. Finally we give and discuss the results and present our future work plan.
Background on makam music
One of most distinctive characteristics of makam music is the use of microtonal intervals. In makam music, the octave is divided into more than 12 unequally spaced intervals, thus it does not use equal temperament. This requires a representation scheme, namely an accidental system, that can handle microtonal pitch intervals.
The tuning system of TMMT is a topic under constant discussion by musicologists and music theorists. The most commonly used system, named the ArelEzgi (AE) notation (Arel theory [4] ), suggests 24 main notes in an octave. Figure 1 shows the accidentals used and the interval sizes on a full octave compared to those of the (12-TET) equally tempered system. instruments is tuned to A or G (Rast, which is another common karar note) to be able to provide the pedal tone when needed. In almost all cases, the karar is the final note of the piece or improvisation. The karar note, i.e. the finalis, appears to be one of the features that discriminate makams into subgroups. The tetrachord -pentachord junction note (E(Hüseyni) for Hüseyni and Muhayyer and D(Neva) for Uşşak and Beyati) is very often named as güçlü, considered to have the function of a dominant by some authors such as Arel (this is considered to be a "westernized view" by some musicologists [6] ).
Güçlü appears in pitch histograms with high occurrences and is potentially useful for discriminating again subgroups such as Hüseyni -Muhayyer and Uşşak-Beyati.
Arel theory presents the makam concept very close to the key concept and hence tuning and scale is very central. There is an important deficiency (since very little information is provided) in presenting the seyir, i.e. the melodic progression which is considered to be very crucial for describing makams by many scholars [6] . These deficiencies are to some level overcome (with the cost of reducing accessibility of the text) in publications such as [18] (one of the most commonly used resources for education today in Turkey) which is based on Arel theory but includes many detailed descriptions about melodic progression rules for each makam. Arel's formulation with central focus to the scale is considered as a "westernized view" by some authors [6] pointing out that the historical texts of makam music explain the makam concept by descriptions of melodic progression rules and specific functions of the notes instead of emphasis on the scale. Melodic progression rules are explained as road maps in these texts and are often learned by the musicians by studying the repertoire than readingmemorizing these texts. The cognitive processes involved in learning and applying seyir is unknown to us today, it is an open topic of research. While in today's music circles three main categories are use to describe the melodic progression (ascending, descending and mid-range progression), an efficient way of presenting melodic progression rules is also an open topic attracting international researchers [12] .
Typically, the progression of the makam is defined for the zemin (basis) part where the makam of the piece is "presented" at the beginning and does not necessarily hold for the meyan part ("development") where transitions to other makams occur. An ascending progression is considered to start by emphasizing the tonic and then develop towards higher pitches. Descending progression starts by emphasizing the higher tonic and descends towards the tonic. A mid-range progression starts by emphasizing the güçlü and descends towards the tonic. An example of mid-range progression is shown in In Figure 3 , the progression starts by emphasizing the güçlü around 700 cents (the fifth). Then the overall melodic direction is towards the tonic (0 cents) while in the meyan part (60-90 secs.), the higher (pitch) part of the scale is used. This example can be considered as a typical mid-range progression. The interested readers are referred to two well-written texts, [12] and [19] which discuss seyir in detail.
Melodic progression plays two important roles in our study. The first is the assumption that such rules result in certain distributions of pitches and pitch sequences and hence statistical information about pitches and intervals used in melodies can be used for makam detection. The second assumption is that some information about melodic progression can be captured using techniques such as n-grams which use the statistics of ordered sequences of specific length. Since n-grams capture rather local melodic movements, in our hierarchical approach, we also propose the use of a new feature to describe the overall progression for improving automatic classification performance. The new feature used is discussed in Section 6.
The pitch class histograms and n-grams are used efficiently in mode or key finding algorithms, melodic analysis and cover song identification tasks for Western music studies [11] , [21] , [24] . While makam detection can be considered as similar to key finding or mode finding problem in Western Music, there appear to be important differences between the concepts of makam, key, and mode [3] . However, assuming that, pitch class based features are also distinctive for makam classification, related algorithms are inherited from the work on Western music. One of the basic goals of this study is to examine the efficiency of n-gram based automatic makam recognition for similar makams and improve the efficiency by hierarchical modeling and use of new features for melodic progression.
The data set
Although widely criticized by musicians, The Arel -Ezgi Theory Notation is the most commonly used notation system today. While a large amount of scanned images of scores are digitally available in this format on the Internet, machine readable data has not been available. In order to fill this gap, we recently published and made publicly available a collection of music scores in machine readable format of TMMT containing Table 1 . SymbTr representation of the score in Figure 4 The main source of data in SymbTr is TRT (Turkish Radio and Television) and other trustworthy archives, where almost all of the scores have been written using AE
notation. An example with score notation and the SymbTr format is given in Figure 4 , and Table 1 respectively. While a detailed explanation of the SymbTr format can be found in [17] , we present a short summary here.
"Code" signifies a normal note (#9) or ornamentation. The most commonly used ornamentation codes are as follows: #7 for tremolos, #8 for acciaccatura, #12 for trills, and #23 for mordent.
"Note53" and "Comma53" include the pitch information in a 53-TET resolution and "NoteAE" and "CommaAE" include the pitches specified as in the Arel theory. The latter is obtained by direct conversion of staff notation into text where the former is a corrected version of the pitch by master musicians. Here, "Note" stands for "name of the pitch" and "comma" stands for the interval of the pitch with respect to C 1 . "Num.", "Denom." and "ms" columns specify the duration. "Syll." contains the lyrics. "VelOn" is used to specify velocity dynamics. "LNS" (Legato / Normal / Staccato) indicates how tied or detached the notes are. This text representation facilitates viewing the content of the data without need of any specific program but just a text editor and easy data access (compared to for example microtonal MIDI files).
The selection
Since our basic goal is to validate the usability of distinctive features defined to analyze and classify makams, we selected a subset of this collection with respect to three criteria, namely: commonness, similarity and having sufficient number of examples. For a classification study, it is beneficial to include similar classes and study the effects of such similarities in the classification performance. We have included Uşşak -Beyati,
Muhayyer -Hüseyni makam couples in our set, which are stated to be differing only in melodic progression [18] . These couples share the same set of pitches, the same tonic and güçlü/dominant (which is considered to be the boundary of tetrachord -pentachord division of the octave) as shown in Figure 2 . Moreover, the two scales used in these four makams have only one pitch different (F#) which is often replaced with F on descending lines resulting in a very similar group of 4 distinct makams. This is reflected in observations in previous classification work on audio data; Hüseyni is also confused with Uşşak [13] . Therefore, the set includes challenging examples of classes. The subset corpus used in this study can be seen in Table 2 . Table 2 . Selected makams and note statistics
N-gram methodology and perplexity as a similarity metric
N-gram based statistical modeling and classification is widely used in computational linguistics, computational biology, as well as in Music Information Retrieval [10] , [11] and [21] . Given a sequence A with length N, an n-gram model of A is constructed by counting the occurrences of n length subsequences inside A. The model helps predicting the k th value of this sequence, based on k-1 statistics.
Traditional makam music scores include only the main melody and no harmony is involved. Therefore, the main feature that defines the makam is the main melody. In addition, emphasized notes play an important role, hence the number of occurrence is potentially useful as a feature for makam detection (as shown in [13] on audio files).
We can observe this phenomenon in pitch class distributions easily: for makam
Hüseyni, the first emphasized note and one of the most frequently played notes is hüseyni (E4); for makam Muhayyer, the first emphasized note and one of the most frequently played notes is muhayyer (A5); for makam Neva, the first emphasized note and one of the most frequently played notes is neva (D4), etc. N-grams provide statistics of ordered sequences (short melodic lines) and hence can be considered as extension of pitch class histograms which have been successfully used in similar problems as in key detection. This is the main reason of our choice of n-grams for makam detection.
In this work, n-gram models are extracted from melodic sequences that belong to the same makams. By doing that, the model will collect information on the frequency of occurrence of common melodic phrases, motifs and note transitions that belong to the same makam. Later, this statistical information can be used to evaluate the similarity of an input sequence for classification purposes.
When performing classification using n-grams, it is desirable that the occurrence of each possible n-length subsequence is assigned a non-zero probabilistic value. Unless this is taken care of, the 'zero frequency problem' will halt meaningful classification when confronted with n-length subsequences that are not seen before. In natural language processing, different smoothing techniques are introduced [15] to solve this problem. Written-Bell smoothing is used in this work, provided by the SRILM toolkit, where this and all other n-gram related computation and experiments were performed [20] .
Perplexity
Perplexity is a form of likelihood estimation that is widely used in NLP (Natural Language Processing). It estimates, how likely a sample or a sample set is generated by a statistical model, thus can be used to evaluate probabilistic models against each other for classification purposes. Given a proposed probability model q (in our case: a makam model), evaluating q by estimating how well it predicts a separate test sequence or set x 1 , x 2 , ...,x N (in our case: a microtonal note sequence) drawn from p, can be performed by using the perplexity of the model q, defined by:
(1) where x i is drawn from p, and evaluated by q. The exponent in the formula is usually calculated by the cross entropy formula shown in 2.
(2)
In our experimental setup, a microtonal note sequence of a music piece is evaluated against makam models. Using perplexity, a similarity metric is calculated that shows how close this music piece is to the makam models available in our repertoire. Figure 5 .The leave-one-out experimental setup: A single piece is left out from the collection to be used as an input for a test instance. The rest of the pieces are used to build n-gram based makam models.
N-gram Experiments
The experimental setup for the base line system is organized on top of the "leave-oneout" (LOO) strategy. First, a random music piece is selected and pulled out from the collection to be used as an input to the system. The remaining pieces are then used for modeling. The pieces belonging to the same makam are first merged into a single collection. Later, the n-gram statistics are calculated for each of the makam collection.
After the appropriate smoothing is performed, the makam models become ready for classification and evaluation.
After the modeling is completed, the left out piece is fed into the system as an input and evaluated against each available makam model in the collection using perplexity. The makam with the lowest perplexity score is returned as the output/decision of the system. The basic experimental setup can be seen in Figure 5 .
Preliminary results
The results of the first set of experiments are going to be explained in two subsections.
First, we would like to use a fixed symbolic representation, which is the microtonal AE (Arel-Ezgi notation), and see the effect of increasing of n-grams in the classification performance. And then, selecting a fixed length of n-gram, we would like to see the effect of different representation techniques, namely the microtonal AE, 12-TET notation, and interval contour, over the classification performance.
The effect of increasing n-gram length
The matching performance of the entire system, which is the accuracy (Recall), will be
given as a proportion of number of successful classifications over the total test trials.
For Total Average, each sample has equal weight, while Weighted Average takes into account the number of samples in each makam collection as weights. Following in Table 3 , output of the system is shown as a confusion matrix.
2-gram RESULTS:
beyati hicaz hczkr hsyni Huzzm krdhz mahur muhyr nhvnt rast saba segah uşşak Recall Table 3 . 2-gram results, highlighting the confusion of the makams using the same scale Table 4 .The effect of increasing n-length.
Excluding the critical makams that has the potential of high levels of confusion, the system's general performance is promising. Increasing the length of the n-grams also helped improve the recall performance, from 86.5 to 87.9 (n=1 to n=2). Table 4 shows the effect of increasing the n-gram order for each makam, also indicating the optimum n-length, as increasing the n-length beyond n=3 does not improve our results.
Considering the makam couples Uşşak -Beyati and Hüseyni-Muhayyer, where we expect the highest confusion, the results are not surprising that the recall rate is considerably low. For Rast and Hüseyni, the increasing level of n-gram did actually help to decrease the confusion, where recall is increased from 71.6 to 92 (from n=1 to n=3) and 53.5 to 66.2 (from n=1 to n=3), respectively. Another important observation might be that, the increasing of n-gram length did have a negative effect on the recall performance for Uşşak, Beyati and Muhayyer. The result might be an indication that increasing the n-gram order does not help for these makams because instead of carrying distinctive information, the short-time melodic phrases are common for these makams and do not help in classification.
Different symbolic representations
The main representation used in this study is the NoteAE column of SymbTr format. In order to compare the effect of microtonal representation, we compared the classification results of our system with an experiment using the 12-TET representation. In [2] and [14] , Gedik claimed that a representation simplified (rounded) to 12-TET still might be useful in makam detection and would be easier to use.
Moreover, we would like to expand our study on symbolic data into practice on audio files. That's why we also re-ran our experiments using the delta/interval contour representation, since microtonal notation is hardly extracted from pure audio while the contour information might be easier to achieve. Thus, we performed experiments using Table 5 . Overall performance comparison for varying n-gram length and different representations As seen from Table 5 , the results for the Arel representation outperforms the 12-TET representation by 3.7%, suggesting that, the microtonal information actually has a positive influence in makam classification. One can also see that, the interval contour representation (Delta) can only become useful with increasing length of n, however, losing the exact note level information decreases the classification accuracy. Note that, in a real world classification scenario, the system can only use the interval contour information more reliably rather than exact real notes, since exact note level transcription is a challenging task. However, this is a concern for later studies focusing on audio data.
Using additional features for makam classification
For further improvement, especially in discriminating similar-scale makams, the use of additional features is considered in a recent study [7] . The following list of features is observed to be useful in describing or teaching in instructional (theory and practice) books:
• Scale, intervals and intonation of specific notes in the scale Our main focus here is to use the melodic progression information for improving automatic classification of makams that use the same musical scale and tonic (Hüseyni -Muhayyer, Beyati -Uşşak). To our knowledge, seyir has not been computationally studied before. A detailed analysis of seyir would necessitate labeled data in sequence of flavors and emphasized notes and detailed musicological analysis of pieces to guide such work. For the moment, we lack both labeled data and an automatic means to extract such information. Therefore, as an initial effort to compute seyir, our rather simple method is limited to automatically extracting a feature and investigating its usefulness within an automatic makam detection test. Computational analysis of seyir is among our future goals and we are currently collecting manual labels from musicians on scores to start such detailed study.
To be able to define a quantitative feature for seyir, we used a down-sampling strategy of the melodic progression of the music pieces into a fixed length index (20 points in this study), and observe them graphically. Figure 6 shows the down-sampled melodic progression graphs for one of the challenging makam couples in our data set, Muhayyer and Hüseyni. (1) models constructed from the full length music pieces, tests performed with the entire piece,
(2) models constructed from the full length music pieces, tests performed only using the first quarter of the piece, (3) models constructed from the first quarter of the music pieces, tests performed only using the first quarter of the input melody.
Second approach is to define a quantitative feature and use this feature in a hierarchical framework as explained in the next section. The comparison of all results with respects to tests (1), (2), and (3) with the effect of increasing n-gram order can be seen in Table 6 . The second test, where the models are built from the entire pieces and tested only against the first quarter of the input provides the best result for average makam detection accuracy. We observe that accuracy of the makam detection can be slightly (%0.9) improved if testing is performed only from the first quarter of the piece. Performing both modeling and testing on the first quarter of the piece provides lower accuracy values. We think this is due to lack of data required for modeling however, this effect can only be analyzed with more data in later studies.
Hierarchical classification using melodic features
Until this point, all the makams are considered as independent classes and individual nodes. However, as the results suggest, even though increasing the length of the ngrams and partial modeling and testing strategy helps, the makams that have common musical scale are confused with each other at a certain level. In order to further improve our results, we would like to incorporate global melodic features alongside the local note movements (n-grams) in our experiments. This is done by adopting a hierarchical strategy for the classification process.
For this, the makams that have the same musical scale are grouped together as shown in Figure 7 . First, the local note movements define the first stage of the classification, and then rule based global melodic features are used for the final decision. The decision rules applied in the second level of the hierarchical methodology are only applicable for binary decision between the confusing makams, but not for identifying them directly at the first level. So, when an Uşşak input piece is evaluated by the system, it first needs to be defined as a member of the 'Uşşak -Beyati' and later by using the decision rules, it can only be identified as Uşşak. If, the makam is not a member of the confusing makam couples, the decision is made at the end of the first step, meaning that no further analysis is needed.
Theoretical clues

First stage: Tonic Information
While Rast and Mahur makams are successfully categorized, there is still potential for improvement. One very important rule about the Rast -Mahur makams is that the pieces belonging to this makam couple ends with the note rast (same as the makam name) and it is decoded as the symbol G4 in the SymbTr format. It is a general rule for makam music that the last note in the piece is the karar/tonic, for these two makams, rast. Th e excep tio n to th is ru le is v ery rare. This ru le gives us the chance to correct classification errors for pieces that are identified as other confusing makams Uşşak -Beyati and Hüseyni -Muhayyer. Once a music piece is classified as Uşşak -Beyati or
Hüseyni -Muhayyer, the system first checks if the tonic rule applies. If the ending note is confirmed to be rast, then the output of the first classifier is corrected to be Rast -
Applying this rule increased the classification accuracy (recall) for Rast -Mahur detection from 82.4% to 97.8% and the general classification accuracy from 88.6% to 90.9% (for n=3). This rule is only applicable at the second stage, since the tonic of some of the other makams (Nihavent, Hicazkar and Kürdilihicazkar) is also rast.
Second stage: Start Index versus Sum of Deltas
As seen from Figure Even though we present the graphs for two independent features (Start Index, Sum of Deltas), the decision boundary was calculated using only the Start Index, since the Sum of Deltas did not improve our decision results. The decision boundary was calculated from the Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) models of the confusing makam sets using the nearest mean classifier. Since the features can be assumed to be independent, have equal variance, the decision of each instance can be calculated using the Euclidian distance instead of the Machalanobis distance according to the Maximum Likelihood rule.
For Rast -Mahur decision, the boundary is at the 330 comma, while the Hüseyni -Muhayyer decision is at 345. The two decision boundaries applied for Rast -Mahur and Hüseyni -Muhayyer resulted in an 89.8 % recall rate. Similarly a decision boundary is also calculated for Uşşak -Beyati (at the 322 comma). However, the recall rate is considerably low, which is around 60.5%. The overall evolution of the recall rate from
Stage 1 classifier to Stage 2 classifier can be seen at Table 7 and Table 8 for n=3 where the best performance was achieved. This is not too much of an unexpected result. In literature, we find works (such as [25] )
that claim that the discrimination between Uşşak and Beyati is artificial, based on observations on pieces which are classified as Uşşak by one author and Beyati by
another. An example is the piece "Canım Tezdir Sabredemem" by Tanburi Mustafa
Çavuş, which is classified as Uşşak by Dr. Suphi Ezgi and Beyati in a respected songbook publication.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a hierarchical framework for statistical and rule based classification of makams using symbolic data. First the baseline system that uses ngrams and perplexity in a single classification stage was built. Here, the basic idea was to test the potential of short length (n-length) melodic frames for classification, using different length n-grams.
The symbolic data selected from [17] included 13 makams and 877 music pieces. The song set was a challenging one due to makams that have high level of similarity, especially for the ones that use the same scale.
Pieces with long forms (such as ayin) were not included in the data set to avoid large regions with makam transitions within a piece. Even short pieces may include makam transitions (especially in the third sections or meyan sections) but such transitions are most of the time very short hence is not very problematic considering the system's statistical approach.
The leave-one-out strategy was used. A music piece was randomly selected from the corpus and left out. The remaining pieces were used for modeling n-grams. In order to compensate for the zero frequency problem, the Written-Bell smoothing technique available in the SRILM toolkit was used. After the smoothing is finished, the models became ready for classification. The left out piece was then compared to the available models in the collection using a cross entropy based similarity metric called, perplexity.
The model which has the minimum perplexity for the specific input piece was the classification output of the system.
The classification accuracy (recall) of the baseline system was calculated to be 87.9%. For the makams that use the exact same scale (Uşşak -Beyati, Hüseyni -Muhayyer), a high level of confusion was observed.
Different representations were used, including the Arel theory notation, 12-TET notation and interval representation in order to see the effect of microtonal representation over the classification accuracy. The results showed that the microtonal representation improves the classification accuracy when compared to 12-TET, boosting the performance from 84.5% to 87.5% recall rate. We also tested our system using the interval contour representation because in real life, contour information is easier to extract when compared to extracting exact microtonal notation. Results showed that, using the comma level contour information, the system works with 80% recall rate showing that the performance of the Arel representation is closely achievable under real conditions.
The complexity analysis of the tests suggests that most of the confusion comes from the makams that use the same musical scale. Even though the increasing length of n-grams and concentrating on distinctive parts of the melody helps, a hierarchical approach is more desirable, since there might be some statistical clues related to the musical structure, for better classification. First, makams that use the same musical scale are grouped together, to be classified in the first stage of the hierarchical framework, using perplexity. And then, statistical observations are applied as decision rules for the latter stage where the final decision is made.
Three distinctive features were tested for the second stage: the tonic as the final note, Start Index within the first 5 percent of the melody, and the Sum of Deltas.
We then used a down-sampling strategy for detailed analysis of the melodies belonging to the same makam as discussed in Sections 2 and 3. Observations suggest that, for the makams that are using the same musical scale, some rules about the melodic progression might help to separate one from another. The Start Index, the feature we defined for average position of the first 5% of the melody was used. Results
showed that, on average, 2.2% improvement was achieved, suggesting that the melodic features related to the global progression of the melody actually help in better classification of makams that have similar musical scale. The base-line using n-grams is already quite efficient (%87.9) and an improvement of 2.2% using a simple to compute seyir feature signifies that there is still room for improvement when a detailed computational analysis of seyir and some results of makam perception studies are available.
As stated earlier, our final goal is to apply this study to more practical usage such as categorization of audio signals. Future work will focus on adaptation of this study into the audio domain. Since a direct transcription is going to be noisy with insertions and deletions, the biggest challenge is to develop a method robust against transcription errors and similar audio related variations (different keys, instrumentation, tempo, etc...)
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